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Health Director's Report
Watch SSHS’s
Facebook for
more info on:
FINDING BALANCE ONLINE
PROJECT KICK OFF
Join Chris Wells and Edwin “Buckshot”
Bikadi at an online, Facebook Watch
Party to launch the second phase of
Funding Balance, a continuation of the
Fireside Chats we held earlier this year.
Finding Balance is a project to help SSHS
create and provide Stl’atl’imx enhanced
services. This is a great opportunity to
have your say about SSHS services.
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SSHS COMMIT TED TO DELIVERING OUR ESSENTIAL
SERVICES AND KEEPING TERRITORY SAFE FROM TOURIST
A C T I V I T Y D U R I N G T H E C O V I D - 19 PA N D E M I C
I want to start by thanking everyone within our communities, band administrations,
and the SSHS team for all their hard work and adherence to Physical distancing rules
and other measures to keep our communities safe. To date, we have no cases of
COVID-19 in our communities. We can support the health of everybody, especially
our dear Elders, we must continue to use all maintain COVID-19 safety protocols.
During these trying times, SSHS continues
to provide essential services in the best
capacity possible.
Our departments are still able to deliver
early childhood programs, nursing
and medical services, the men’s group
support, and child and family services.
As SSHS staff work remotely to ensure
their health and safety, the focus has
been on our organization’s development.
This work includes researching funding
opportunities, writing proposals, and
ultimately secure the money needed
to expand our services. As well, we are
developing creative methods to deliver
our existing services, such as offering
online counselling sessions and meeting
nursing clients, when possible, outside.
Like many other organizations dealing
with the impacts of COVID-19, SSHS
has had to adjust its structure. We are
doing the best to weather the storm and
have had to make some tough decisions.
Unfortunately, this has meant we have
had some layoffs.
We have made changes internally to keep
us moving forward and being able to
deliver our services, although in a more
limited way.
I am working closely with health officials
throughout the Sea to Sky Corridor to
keep aware of the newest COVID-19
information on everything from testing to

the use of personal protective equipment
(PPE). SSHS is as prepared for
worst case scenarios as We are also
working with the province to prevent
tourist activity at our parks and
recreation sites to reduce the risk of
exposure to the virus.
I am proud of our members who have
diligently practiced physical distancing
and stayed home. Your efforts are
paying off. But we have to continue this
behaviour if we are to keep our families,
friends and communities healthy.
While our resources may be fewer at
this time, we will continue to provide key
services and advocate for the safety of
our communities. We stand beside all of
you—our valued members—,as we get
through this pandemic together.

Kukwstum̓ ckála̓ p,

Tsekonámus Losí
Rosemary Stager-Wallace
Health Director
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About the SSHS newsletter
s7áts̓xem, the SSHS newsletter, is published quarterly
to reflect the seasons. s7átsxem, which means caring,
lets members know about SSHS programs, services,
plans, projects, and events. It also provides valuable
physical, emotional and spiritual health information.
Members can learn what every department is doing to
help fulfill SSHS’s Mission and Vision through regular
department reports. The event calendars make it
easy to see what events, programs and services are
available in the three month the newsletter covers.

Southern Stl’atl’imx
Health Society
Mailing Address:
Southern Stl’atl’imx Health Society
Box 363
Mount Currie, BC
V0N 2K0

Phone:
604-894-0151

Email:

info@sshs.ca
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A Change to SSHS’s Board of Directors
Health Director, Rosemary (Stager) Wallace, the staff and Board of
Directors warmly welcome Wayne Smith as a new SSHS Board member
for Samahquam. He replaces Chief William Schneider, who has resigned
his seat. All of us at SSHS would like to thank Chief William for his great
contribution to our organization over the years. He will be truly missed.
While we are saddened to see Chief William leave, we are excited to have
the opportunity to work with Wayne. We are looking forward to learning from
Wayne’s considerable knowledge of traditional, Stl’atl’imx wellness. His input will
be invaluable, as we further our mandate to provide Stl’atl’imx-enhanced services.
Read Wayne’s self-introduction below, accompanied by his picture and photos of
the land he loves.

Chief William Schneider, Samahquam SSHS Board member.

Hi, I am Victor (Wayne) Smith.
That is my English name. Samu7 is
my Ucwalmícwts name. I came to
live in the home territory after a
long time of undecided journey.
I grew up in the foster system for my
teen life, knowing of the family ties here
in the St’at’imc territory but just not
having the gap bridged. In 2005, I moved
’
home to QaLaTKu7em, to my family.
On an adventure close to home with
my dad, Victor Smith Sr., (RIP), I had
found a hole in the side of a cliff.
Curious, I put my hand in this void
and found a sachet that had still herb
medicine in it! There was power that I
felt immediately, my dad saw this and
told me the protocol, “wash with moss
and put that back, pray hard.” I did and
he grabbed my hand and took some of
that power. We both felt dizzy walking
out of the forest… So after that, the
medicine was a gift shown to me by the
great Kúkpi, one by one.
My ambition is to have a health system
in place that supports the Traditional
way of being, be it herbs or traditional
food that can be integrated with western-style practices in food therapy,
seeking avenues that can be opened

for discussion or research this not only
for the on community members but
for those that are living off traditional
lands and communities.

opportunity to work together to build
healthy Nation one day at a time.

’ ’ ti múta snuk snukwa
Kúkwstumckálap

I would like to thank you for this

— Samu7
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The Ntákmen
Calendar
SSHS first book, a field guide to our territory's
food and medicine plants is almost ready!
This beautiful 164-page, full colour, coil-bound book
is pocket size and features water resistant paper for
those rainy days out on the land.
From picking to preserving, making medicines
’́
and living in Ntakmen,
Holly Bikadi takes readers
on a journey to discovering, or re-discovering,
traditional Stl’atl’imx ways.

Coming this Summer!
All SSHS households will receive a free copy.

What Services Could SSHS Provide to
Help You and Your Family Find Balance?
Soon you will be receiving the 8-page Finding Balance workbook. The workbook contains information and questions to
help figure out what services and programs are needed to
increase health and wellness by putting Stl’atl’imx Wisdom at
the centre. How can traditional healing help us?
Fill out the book with your family. Then you’ll be ready to take
the survey to help us determine what is needed.
Watch SSHS’s Facebook page for more information about
Finding Balance online launch with Chris Wells and Edwin
“Buckshot” Bikadi.

Our Medicine is in Our Ways.

4
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COVID-19 Update
Thank You
First, thank you everyone who has
been practicing all of the COVID-19
protocols. By washing your hands,
maintaining physical distancing
and staying home you are helping
to make sure that the virus does not
spread into our communities.

Accurate Sources
for COVID-19
Information and News
This is a very stressful time. New
information is constantly coming out
and its hard not knowing what to do.
We find ourselves wondering about
things like whether or not to wear a
mask, or if a homemade one will
offer enough protection.
Social media and many Internet sites
are not providing accurate information, and in some cases, dangerous
information. That’s why we would like
you to use the following sources for
you COVID-19 news and information:
BC Centre for Disease Control
www.bccdc.ca
First Nations Health Authority
www.fnha.ca
CBC News
Check you local listings for CBC
Vancouver and CBC National. Every
broadcast The National hosts experts
answering viewers questions about
the virus. Very informative

Food Security
and Funding
There has been frustration and
confusion in SSHS communities
regarding food security and extra
COVID-19 funding.
Some people have expressed annoyance that only members engaged with
SSHS’s Nxwezil’tems (Child and Family
Services) program are receiving food
hampers. Unfortunately, the program
is not set-up or funded to provide services to other community members.
However, at this point food security
should not be an issue for most as
the federal government has provided
funds under its COVID-19 Emergency
Response program.
In the past two weeks, the Department of Indigenous Services Canada
(DISC) has provided extra funds for our
members. (SSHS does not distribute
these extra member funds.) Here is
how that money has been distributed
by DISC:
1. SA clients received $300 more
2. Family Allowance recipient received $300 per child
3. GST cheques were increased. The
maximum amounts for the 20192020 benefit year will increase
from:
• $443 to $886 if you’re single
• $580 to $1,160 if you’re married or
living common-law
• $153 to $306 for each child under
the age of 19 (excluding the first
eligible child of a single parent)
• $290 to $580 for the first eligible
child of a single parent

Keep practicing all the COVID-19 safety
protocols to keep everyone safe.

SSHS will keep our members aware of
any new funding opportunities.

Nursing Support
During the Pandemic
SSHS nurses are always just an email
or phone call away. Unfortunately,
regular community visits have been
suspended for the time being.
That said, Nurse Michelle and Nurse
Coral still travel to all SSHS communities,
but only when needed.

Prescription Drop-offs
Nurse Michele drops off prescription usually once a week. She visits
NQuatqua on Mondays. On Thursdays,
she travels to Samahquam, Skatin
and Xa’xtsa.
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Soothing and Comforting Methods to Help
Children Deal With COVID-19
While these guidelines were created for dealing with the stress of COVID-19,
they can be used at anytime stress is a factor in your family life.
Take Care of Yourself
and Your Child
Try to find ways to reduce your own
stress, because children will react and
respond to your level of anxiety. It’s
important to take care of yourself by
drinking water, eating well, getting
enough sleep, taking breaks and exercising. Assure your children they are
safe and cared for with simple, heartfelt phrases such as: “Some things in
our lives are different right now, but
we’ll get through it together.”

Limit Exposure to News
While it’s important to stay informed,
an endless stream of headlines can
increase your stress and anxiety,
which children will pick up on. Set
limits for yourself.

Model Healthy Ways
of Coping
Children look to adults to see how
they should feel and react—so, as
much as possible, staying calm helps.
Let children know that it’s OK to have
many different feelings and thoughts,
and that they can always talk to you
about them.

Belly Breathe
Breathing deeply and slowly is a
calming strategy for anyone—anytime,
anywhere. Ask children to pretend their
bellies are balloons. Encourage them
to take long, deep, slow breaths to fill
the balloons with air, then breathe out
6
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Feeling safe and loved is essential for children developing healthy coping skills.

slowly through their mouths. Repeat
three times.

Stick to Routines
Children—and adults—always find
comfort in the predictable and the
familiar. Provide structure to your
child’s day with consistent meal and
bed times.

Watch Your Child Play!
Observe and listen—children
under the age of seven often voice
their thoughts as they play. It also
helps to teach children positive ways
to show or handle their “big feelings” by talking about them, drawing
pictures, writing stories, dancing and
moving, or having some quiet time.

Take Shifts If You Can
With children home from school and
many parents trying to work from
home, it’s a tricky balance. If it’s
possible, take turns spending time
with your children.

Finally—Look for the
Silver Linings
One benefit to being at home is having
more family time. Children enjoy being
with their parents—if we manage our
own anxieties and be present— we
can form stronger connections.

’
Nxweziltems
and
Early Childhood
Development
We want to inform you all that our
teams have decided to join forces
during this pandemic, to ensure that
families are getting a wide range of
services more efficiently. Our teams
are excited to be in collaboration and
have some excellent services planned
to accommodate the new social
distancing measures.
‘
‘

Holly Bikadi and Chris Wells have
been working hard to create cultural
resources for each community. Holly
and Chris have already posted some
cultural videos with prayer, singing,
drumming, and language, and there
will be more to come. Traditional
rattle kits are currently being created
by Chris Wells and will be sent to

Holly Bikadi, member of the Nxwezil’tems team out on the land
picking food and medicine plants key to traditional Stl’atl’imx

communities. Chris has also been
working hard on cultural craft kits for
all four communities. Chris will be
creating tutorials for both the rattle
and craft kits online for families to
follow along.
James Moch has been continuing
with his garden kits that will be going
out to families with school-aged
children who have been working
with James; we expect the kits to
be delivered beginning of May once
all supplies are ready. Each kit will
consist of an indoor starter tray and
seeds. James will also be making small
wooden garden boxes for the kits to
be transferred into, which will arrive
about two weeks after the plants are
ready to be transferred outdoors.
James will be providing instructional
videos and video calls to offer
guidance on the gardens you will be
creating.

Chris Wells brings his considerable cultural knowledge to the
combined ECD and Nxwezil’tems team.

Tari Minniti and Miho Hiki have been
working hard to create activity kits for
families in each community who have
young children. The second round
of activity boxes were delivered the
week of April 20. Additional supplies

This week, videos from ECD’s Speech
and Language Pathologist, Emma
Moses, will be posted on ECD and
Nxweziltems pages of songs and
sounds. We encourage parents to
watch along with their children. |
Pippa Hodge, ECD’s physiotherapist,
will be visiting communities for
essential visits. Pippa will be carrying
out her sessions in social distancing
protocols outside and six feet away
from the children.

A Message From
Sarah And Jessica:
Client related work remains a continual
priority for both our teams, supporting
families with basic needs and resource
connection with continue to be the
foundation of our services. We hope
families continue to reach out via
email, phone, or Facebook. We thank
each community for your collective
patience and flexibility as we shift
our service delivery approach for the
pandemic period.
Additionally, we have created two
platforms on Facebook for families
’
to access. The Nxweziltems
Team:
Parents and Caregivers, Culture
and Wellness Facebook page aim
to provide resources, culture, and
educational materials to caregivers,
while the SSHS Family Activity Page will
continue to support families to create
and explore new activities together.
—Sarah Carrobourg
ECD Manager
— Jessica Parker
Acting Nxweziltems Manager
‘

Department Reports

will be delivered the week of the 27,
along with special materials to make
a Mother’s Day gift. Tari and Miho
will continue to work on projects to
share on the SSHS Family Activity Page.
Please ensure you are posting on the
group the activities your children have
been involved in with supplies from
the boxes, to receive a food hamper
every week.
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Project
Management Office
During this time my role has been
to help keep the organization rolling
along. My main focus has been:
•

•
•

Supporting staff in moving from
community based programming
to programming via a virtual
platform—this has been very
challenging and a learning curve
for all of us. Finding new ways to
provide services isn’t easy and
our teams, working in isolation,
are doing an amazing job at being
creative and collaborative.
Ensuring that all our program
reporting is up to date for year end
Working with our finance team to
move from an office based service
to a home-based service

•

Working with our finance team to
prepare for our upcoming audit

•

Representing SSHS at the
Emergency Operations Centre

•

Working with various teams on
food security

•

Sourcing additional funding to
support our programs

•

Working with our Clinical Team,
Vancouver Coastal Health ,
Pemberton Physicians and FNHA
on processes surrounding keeping
our communities safe during
Covid 19

•

Continuing the design work for
our new health stations

•

Starting the design work for the
Tipella Licensed Child Care Building

•

Building partnerships and
collaborating with many agencies
across the Sea to Sky Corridor
and Lower Mainland for better
service delivery

Over the next few weeks we will be
sending out packages to everyone
called Finding Balance. The focus
of the Finding Balance project is on
Mental Wellness and how can SSHS
8
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ensure that going forward we meet
the needs of our communities to
provide the best services. Elements
will include an online launch and
watch party, an eight-page workbook
to help you define balance as it applies
to health and wellness.
We have until the end of May to get
a funding application completed and
submitted to FNHA and I need your
help to do that. There will be more
information posted on our Facebook
pages over the coming weeks about
how you can get involved.
Stay safe and well....
— Fran Hopkins
Senior Manager

Mental Wellness
Over the past few weeks I, like many
others, have been working from
home. Although, at first it was a relief
not to have to drive all the way from
Vancouver to Mt. Currie, down the
Lake Road, into the communities,
then back home again, as I have been
doing weekly for five years, I now
miss seeing my colleagues and the
community members I met with.
We humans are a gregarious species.
We are social, and generally need
contact with other people to thrive.
Most of us do not do well in isolation
for long periods of time. Relationships
provide comfort and meaning for our
lives. Fortunately, I do get to see my
wife and son on a regular basis.
For many of us, living in a state of
semi-quarantine means an absence of
our usual habits and distractions that
help keep us emotionally balanced.
Consequently, many of the internal,
emotional concerns we usually keep at
bay can raise their heads and feel all
too close and disquieting. Add to that
a constant barrage of negative, scary
news about COVID-19, and anxiety
and depression can set in, but now
without the human contact needed to

alleviate them.
I keep in touch with clients as much
as possible, through telephone or
Doxy (like Zoom or Skype), but many
said they would prefer to wait until
COVID is over and we can once again
meet in person. I’m hoping some will
change their minds, as it looks like
we might be in “lock-down” for some
time to come.
In light of this, I have been making
short videos, focused on relieving
stress and finding peace. I will be
posting several per week on the SSHS
Facebook page. I hope they bring
some relief to those who need it.
If anyone feels the need to talk, please
contact me at brett.peterson@sshs.ca
or brandnewtrail@gmail.com. We can
talk over the phone if you have a land
line, or we could use Doxy if you have
access to WIFI.
Stay safe and take care of each other.
— Brett Peterson
Counsellor

Nursing
SSHS is proud to share the following messages and photos from our
Nursing Team. They’re working extremely hard to ensure that SSHS
communities stay well during the COVID-19 pandemic. We thank them
for their care, compassion and dedication.
Hello Communities!
A HUGE thank you to my nurses
(Coral Tipton and Michelle Carrier),
SSHS staff Tashayna Peters and Chris
Wells, and the community champions
(Amelia, Geraldine, Madeline, Patricia,
Nicole, Chantel, Julie, Lucinda and
Shar) for a JOB WELL DONE!
Please help me keep your community
safe by continuing to practice social
distancing. We also ask that you do
not go on any non-essential trips. If
you do leave the community, please
isolate for 14 days upon your return.
These are stressful times for us and we
are missing our families far and near.
You are NOT alone! Please reach out
to your community champions or
myself if you need to talk to someone.
I’m just a text away!
Thank you and be safe.
 Pamela K. Jules, RN
—
Clinical Nurse Manager

to wash my hands first”—now and
forever more. We want to be ready for
the next challenge, fire season is just
around the corner, let us discuss lung
health and being prepared.
Here at SSHS, we have been using
this time to build our health delivery
and health promotion/prevention
programs. We now have time to get
organized and streamline the delivery
of our services.
We are continuing with childhood
immunizations for children up to 12
months old with the nurse in full mask
and gloves. We will catch all the other
vaccines up as soon as the pandemic
lifts. Know your strengths and know
where to go for the healing you need.
It is a privilege to work for the
Stl’atl’imx communities.
—Coral Tipton, RN

Dear Communities,
During the COVID-19 pandemic we are
doing our best to care for the Elders
and families in our communities. We
are continuing to provide our health
and wellness services and support,
keeping with the guidelines for home
care nursing, in particular, when we
need to go in to people’s homes.
We are ensuring that we do not sick by
making sure we always use personal
protection equipment such as gloves,
and mask, ourselves. As well, we are
educating members about staying
safe, taking precautions, and creating
greater understanding without causing
them, or their families, extra stress
and worry.

' from the heart of
Hello, Ama Sqit
'
Lílwat at SSHS office,
The most important message we
can take from this pandemic experience is “we are all in this together”.
No one person is untouched by the
pandemic, we are all affected,
united in protection and prevention
of a challenging virus. I have seen
from a distance, members being more
self- reliant, more problem solving and
looking out for each other.
I know it sounds boring but it is all in
the washing of hands. When you
are offered food, speak up! “I have

Patricia Aleck wearing PPE, including a face shield, to help
ensure everyone’s health and safety.

Please stay home, limit contact with
others, always use physical distancing
and protect yourself by wearing a mask
and frequently cleaning your hands.
And please remember to help an Elder
or someone in need.
Loving my job!
Taking blood pressure outside to reduce the risk exposing
members and staff to COVID-19.

— Michelle Carrier, HCN
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Our Doctors, Nurses
and Nurse Practitioner
SSHS contracts with several local doctors, a nurse practitioner, nurses and other health care professionals for
health visits to SSHS member communities. Meet our medical team:

Dr Andrew
Finnigan

Dr Nick Fisher

Dr Jim Fuller

NP Erica
Van Zanten

Dr Will Ho

RN Pamela
Jules

CHN
Michele
Carriere

RN Coral
Tipton

Regular medical fly-in appointments have been suspended during the pandemic.
Emergency services will continue. SSHS will let members know when visits resume.

Mindfulness and Art Online Course
From May 11 until June 5, Brett Peterson will be offering an online course focusing on mindfulness and art.
Participants will be provided with art supplies. Each
day they will be sent short mindfulness recordings
along with instructions for the day on how to proceed
with painting or drawing.
This is not a course on how to do art. Rather, it is an
opportunity to learn about yourself through the
creative process. No prior art experience is necessary.
All that’s needed to take part in this program is a commitment to practice art and meditation for a minimum
of three days per week
There will be a private 30-minute check in with Brett
once per week via Doxy.me.
The new Mindfulness and Art program brings art and meditation together to create a better
understanding of yourself.

10
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To register, contact Brett at brett.peterson@sshs.ca.

Please Report
Any Concerning
Activities on Our Territory
With the weather getting nicer and the May 18 long weekend on the horizon, tourists

are certain to come to our territory. Not only does tourist activity increase the risk
COVID-19 being spread into communities, it can also be a factor in wildfires.
So please, report anything you see that may affect our safety.

Wildfire or Irresponsible
Fire Behaviour
Note that campfires are still permitted.

Medical Emergency or
Other Immediate Threat
to Life or Safety

Call: 1-800-663-5555
or *5555 from a cellphone

Call 911

Provincial Park and
Recreation Site Use

Criminal Behaviour That
Is Not An Immediate Threat
to Life or Safety

All provincial parks and recreation sites are
currently closed. Their use is prohibited.
24-hour Conservation Officer/RAPP
hotline, call 1-877-952-7277

Illegal Dumping,
Fishing and Hunting
24-hour Conservation Officer/RAPP
hotline, call: 1-877-952-7277

Call Stl’atl’imx Tribal Police at:
604–894–6124
Pemberton RCMP at:
604-894-6634

Please DO NOT call 911 for criminal
behaviour that does not present an
immediate threat to life or safety.

Kúkwstumckacw!
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Need a
doctor?
Follow the instructions on the
right to get in touch with one
of the doctors or the NP at the
Pemberton Medical Clinic.

PEMBERTON MEDICAL CLINIC
TELEMEDICINE CONSULTATIONS NOW AVAILABLE
Using any device with a camera and
microphone, open a web browser

The clinic can also be reached
by calling604-894-6454.
Please do not Drop-in without
first calling.

In the URL bar (at the top) enter
pmc.sshs.ca - this will bring you to
the Pemberton Medical Clinic
Telemedicine information page

If you need immediate care,
the Pemberton clinic’s
emergency department is
open. Call 604-894-6633 for
any instructions.

https://www.pembertonmedicalclinic.ca/telemedicine

Click the "Consent to Electronic
Communications" link in Step 2

In the case of an emergency,
please call:

N̓ Quatqua
911
Lower Lake communities
604-894-5757

A new page will open. Fill in the
required ﬁelds - Patient email
address; last name; ﬁrst name; date
of birth; signature; and date
Press Submit

CALL PEMBERTON MEDICAL CLINIC AT (604) 894-6454 TO SCHEDULE AN
APPOINTMENT WITH A PHYSICIAN
THEY WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH THE PHYSICIAN AND SCHEDULED TIME

5 minutes prior to your
appointment, select your assigned
doctor from the bottom of the page

Enter your name into the
Welcome screen and click
Enable Camera

Stay Well:
Practice the
COVID 5
1. Wash your hands.
2. Use physical distancing
3. Sneeze or cough into
your elbow.
4. Don’t touch your face.
5. Stay home!
12
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Getting In Touch With
SSHS Staff and Board
Staff Contacts
The Health Director and SSHS department directors
contact information is below. Feel free to get in
touch with your questions or concerns.

Board Contacts

Health Director

Men’s Group

The SSHS Board of Directors provides guidance to the
organization. The board is made up of eight
members, two from each of the four member
communities. The Board currently has a strong mix
of long-term and new directors allowing the SSHS to
benefit from both experience and new points of view.

Rosemary Stager
604-894-0151
rosemary.stager@sshs.ca

Fran Hopkins
604-894-0151
fran.hopkins@sshs.ca

N̓ Quatqua Members

Skatin Members

Nicole Patrick
Board Secretary
nicole.patrick@sshs.ca

Geneva Quipp
Chair
geneva.quipp@sshs.ca

Doris Peters
Vice Chair
doris.peters@sshs.ca

Evelyn Sam
evelyn.sam@sshs.ca

Samahquam Members

Xa’xtsa Members

Brenda Lester
council2@samahquam.com

Chief Don Harris
604-894-0020
604-935-0735
don.harris@xaxsta.ca

Administration

Mental Wellness

Geneva Quipp
geneva.quipp@sshs.ca

Brett Peterson
604-894-0151
brett.peterson@sshs.ca

Nxwezil’tems Child and
Family Services

Nursing Manager

Jessica Parker
604-894-0151
jessica.parker@sshs.ca

Early Childhood
Development

Pamela Jules
604-894-0151 or
604-902-5015
pamela.jules@sshs.ca

Wayne Smith
wayne.smith@sshs.ca

Rick Linger
rick.linger@sshs.ca

Sarah Carrobourg
604-894-0151
sarah.carrobourg@sshs.ca

During the pandemic, SSHS staff have been meeting often to keep informed, plan and
continue with the organization’s non-COVID-19 related work. We will advise the
community when regularly scheduled meetings resume.
s7áts̓xem The SSHS Newsletter Spring
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Elder
Check-ins
SSHS is very grateful to the
Community Champions who have
taken on supporting Elders during the
pandemic. The Champions regularly
check-in to see if Elders are feeling well
or need assistance.
But the Champions can’t contact people everyday—that’s where you come
in. SSHS asks that your reach out to the
Elders in your life to see if they are OK
and to have a friendly chat. If your
Elder doesn’t use the Internet, take
some time to help them find the information they need. Or simply talk about
the things you’ll do together once we’re
all back to moving around more freely.
Consider how you feel about being
away from family and friends as you
stay at home to stay safe.
Many Elders’ feel isolated from their
families and communities much of the
time. This current situation is making it
even more difficult for them.
Pick up a phone and make a call to
you grandparents, aunties or uncles
to break that sense of loneliness they
may be feeling. It only takes a minute
but will mean so much to them, while
providing you with peace of mind that
they are safe and well. A few minutes
out of your day can really make a
difference in the lives of Elders.

Eating the foods our
ancestors enjoyed
connects us with our
shared Stl’atl’imx
culture.
Eat our traditional food
whenever you can.
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Emergency Health Contacts
Please clip and post on your fridge or on inside a cupboard door.

Fire, Police or Ambulance
Lower Lake Communities
604-894-5757

Ṇ̓ Quatqua
911

Mental Health Crisis
KUU-US Crisis
Response Services

VICTIMLINK BC
Toll free: 1-800-563-0808
Seniors Abuse and Info Line

Toll free: 1-866-437-1940
Crisis Line Telephone
604-872-3311
Mental Health After Hours Line:
604-874-7307

Family Services

24-hour, culturally safe help for
Indigenous people.

Ministry of Children and Family
Development (MCFD) Services

Child/Youth line:
1-250-723-2040
Toll free: 1-800-588-8717
Adult/Elder line:
1-250-723-4050
Toll free: 1-800-588-8717

National Indian Residential
School Crisis Line

24 Hour Crisis Support

Crisis Support and
Suicide Prevention
Toll free: 1-800-784-2433

24 Hour Crisis Line
Crisis Support and
Suicide Prevention
Toll free: 310-6789

Pemberton Mental Health Intake
604-698-5861

BC Drug and Poison Information
1-604-682-5050
Toll free: 1-800-567-8911

Domestic Violence
National Domestic Violence
Hotline (Open to all.)
Toll free: 1-800-799 -7233

Emergency After Hours Line:
Toll free: 1-800-663-9122

Toll free: 1-866-925-4419

Children’s Services
Kids Help Line

Toll free: 1-800-668-6868

Helpline for Children (MCFD)
Toll free: 1-866-661-3311

Women’s Services
Rape Crisis Centre

Toll free: 1-877-392-7583

Howe Sound Women’s Centre &
Pearl’s Safe House (Pemberton)
Toll fee: 1-877-890-5711

Community Services
Xa’xsta (Douglas First Nation)
Office
1-778-770-1646

